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With the advancement of technology, the collaborative networking of multiple UAVs has become a mainstream trend. Due to the
characteristics of UAV communication networks, there are many security issues with their communication networks. At present,
the UAV communication network needs a secure and efficient authentication scheme. In this paper, we optimise an UAV
authentication scheme based on the SM2 algorithm, design a two-way authentication mechanism to improve the security of
the authentication scheme, and adopt the method of preshared secret information instead of digital signatures to improve the
efficiency of authentication. Subsequently, the safety proof was based on the Dolev-Yao model. Finally, simulation experiments
demonstrate that the scheme is more efficient in authentication compared to other similar authentication schemes and meets
expectations.

1. Introduction

The use of drones in medical, disaster relief, and surveillance
applications is already attracting attention [1, 2]. As the vol-
ume of tasks increases, single drones can no longer meet the
demand and the trend is for multiple aircraft to work
together. UAV clustering technology has now attracted a
great deal of attention, [3–5] and many countries have made
significant breakthroughs in this area. The United States has
built inexpensive drone colonies by developing projects such
as locusts and elves. In 2017, China demonstrated more than
100 fixed-wing drones in clusters, and tried and successfully
demonstrated projects such as intensive launch and group
operations. The communication network composed of
UAV cluster network has the characteristics of openness,
resulting in UAV communication is more vulnerable to ille-
gal eavesdropping, identity counterfeiting, message replay,
and other attacks. These problems pose a serious threat to
the security of communications networks. The identity
authentication scheme in the UAV communication network
refers to the authentication between the UAV to enter the

network and the already network access node, which is the
main means to deal with security threats.

1.1. Related Work. In recent years, the identity authentica-
tion scheme in UAV communication network security has
attracted wide attention. The authentication schemes can
be divided into those supported by the control station and
those not supported by the control station. The literature
[6] demonstrates that authentication schemes supported by
control stations consume fewer resources than those not
supported by control stations. The PKI- (Public Key Infra-
structure-) based certification scheme is mainly adopted in
the certification scheme supported by the control station.
Such schemes generally require the verification of digital cer-
tificates, while the computational cost is large, which is not
suitable for UAV communication networks with limited
resources. Therefore, Chen et al. [7] proposed a certification
scheme that could avoid the time cost consumed by public
key certificate systems and improve the efficiency of authen-
tication. However, the scheme needs to use TPM (trusted
platform module) for proof, and the hardware requirements
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are too high. Srinivas et al. [8] uses a method that preshares
data such as the user’s biometric information from the ini-
tialization phase to the ground control station, but the
authentication efficiency of this scheme is low due to the
use of a certificate mechanism. Mahdi et al. [9] uses secret
messages instead of digital certificates to improve authenti-
cation efficiency, but uses an ECC algorithm with a longer
key length than the SM2 algorithm [10]. Rui [10] designs
an authentication scheme for UAV communication net-
works based on the SM2 algorithm, but ignores two-way
authentication and the authentication efficiency needs to
be improved. Two-way authentication can therefore be
added to authentication using secret information for security
and can be made more efficient by completing some of the
calculations in the key negotiation protocol during the ini-
tialization phase.

1.2. Motivations. Information transmitted over wireless chan-
nels is vulnerable to theft[11, 12], and drones usually use wire-
less transmission of information [13]. Altawy and Youssef [14]
detail the security threats to UAV communication networks.
A secure authentication scheme enables legitimate entities in
a communications network to communicate securely and effi-
ciently, thereby protecting the information of legitimate enti-
ties and effectively addressing the security threats faced by
UAV communications networks such as[15–17]. In particular,
mutual authentication between the drone and the control sta-
tion verifies the legal identity of both parties before exchanging
secret and sensitive information on an insecure communica-
tion channel. Several important factors need to be considered
in order to ensure the advanced nature of the scheme. First,
the scheme should be robust to different types of attacks,
including counterfeit attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks.
Moreover, according to Jan et al. [16], and Pan [18], the
authentication scheme should have higher authentication effi-
ciency and lower communication overhead. The identity
authentication scheme should be more efficient than other
similar identity authentication schemes.

1.3. Contributions. In order to address the security threats
faced by UAV communication networks, this paper designs
an authentication scheme. The main contributions are as
follows:

(1) Analysis of security threats to UAV communication
networks based on Dolev-Yao model. A two-way
authentication mechanism suitable for the wireless
communication environment is adopted in the
authentication scheme

(2) A two-way authentication mechanism suitable for
the wireless communication environment is adopted
in the authentication scheme. Using preshared secret
information instead of digital signature reduces the
communication overhead and improves the authen-
tication efficiency

(3) Using preshared secret information instead of digital
signature reduces the communication overhead and
improves the authentication efficiency

(4) The calculation of random numbers and elliptic
curve points is completed in the initialization stage,
shortening the authentication time

2. Threat Model and Attacker Definition

This chapter will define the attacker facing the UAV com-
munication networks based on the Dolev-Yao threat
model [19].

2.1. Threat Model Profile. The Dolev-Yao model, proposed
by Dolev and Yao [19] in the 20th century, has been widely
used and become a standard for wireless network security
protocols. The model assumes that the attacker has the abil-
ity to control the entire communication network, and
assumes that the cryptosystem is perfect. It is very suitable
for attacker definition for low secure wireless networks such
as UAV communication networks. The model’s assumptions
about the attacker’s capabilities are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Determination of the Attacker. Combined with Dolev-
Yao model, the main attacks on the UAV network are
mainly impersonation attacks, replay attacks, eavesdropping
attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

2.2.1. Impersonation Attack. Impersonation attack refers to
the fact that an attacker has intercepted legitimate user iden-
tity information to fake a legitimate user by using the iden-
tity information to enter the network. One is an attacker
intercepting the authentication message of the drone, and
the fake drone node requests the authentication from the
control station or other drones in the network. Second, the
attacker establishes a communication channel by sending a
forged message to a node, which in turn negotiates a session
key with that node.

2.2.2. Eavesdropping Attack. An eavesdropping attack refers
to an attacker stealing information transmitted by a drone
node or a control station. The threat model assumes that
the attacker has access to all information transmitted in
the drone network. Therefore, an attacker can obtain confi-
dential information transmitted in the UAV communication
network through an eavesdropping attack.

2.2.3. Replay Attack. A replay attack is when an attacker
sends a packet already sent for the purpose of illegal authen-
tication. An attacker can eavesdrop and intercept an authen-
tication message from the drone or control station and
reissue the message to the corresponding node for
authentication.

2.2.4. Man-in-the-Middle Attack. Man-in-the-Middle Attack
(MITM) is an “indirect” way of intrusion attack, where the
attacker puts himself between the two nodes of the commu-
nication network through various technical means, and then
the attacker is called the “middleman”. Malicious UAV
nodes in the UAV communication network forge the
authentication message between the legal UAV nodes
through this means, and eavesdrop on the communication
between the two parties.
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3. Design of Identity Authentication Scheme
Based on SM2 Algorithm in UAV
Communication Network

The identity authentication scheme based on SM2 algorithm
(SM2-efficiency) negotiation key using the official key nego-
tiation algorithm of SM2 algorithm based on preshared
secret information.

3.1. Parameter Representation. Relevant parameters are
shown in the following (Table 2):

3.2. Initialization Phase of the Certification Scheme. The ini-
tialization phase, as shown in Figure 1, mainly completes the
following steps.

Step 1. S generates an elliptic curve E(Fa) on Fa (based on
the SM2 algorithm). g, n, a, and b are the relevant parame-
ters of the elliptic curve.

Step 2. S uses the key generation function to generate its
own public-private key pair, where the private key is dS and
the public key is PS.

Calculated ZS according to

ZS = SM3 ENTLS IDSj j aj j bj j XGj j YGj j xsj jj jysð Þ: ð1Þ

Where ENTLS represents the two-byte length of the IDS,
and ‖ represents the string splicing operation.

Step 3. S generates a public-private key pair, identifica-
tion IDu, and one-time random number for U , where the
private key is dU and the public key is PU.

calculated ZU according to

ZU = SM3 ENTLU IDUj j aj j bj j XGj j YGj j xUj jj jyUð Þ: ð2Þ

Step 4. S transmits fEðFaÞ,G, n, PU, IDu, dU, IDS, PS, ZU
, ZSg to U via a secure messaging channel.

Both S and U will store the parameters required for the
authentication phase.

Step 5. U and S generate rU and rS based on the SM3
algorithm, which belong to ½1, n − 1�. And the RU and the
RS are calculated separately.

3.3. UAV and Control Station Certification Phase. The spe-
cific process of the UAV and control station certification
stage is shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. U sends RU and IDu to S.
Step 2. The IDu is verified and if a legitimate and

unauthenticated IDu exists, the verification passes. Subse-
quently, following Equation (3) to calculate �x2

�x2 = 2ω + x2& 2ω − 1ð Þð Þ, ð3Þ

following Equation (4) to calculate tS

tS = dS + �x2∙rSð Þ mod n, ð4Þ

S1 was subsequently calculated using the elliptical curve
point RU. The calculation is calculated as

S1 = h∙tS½ � PU + �x1½ �RUð Þ = xS, ySð Þ: ð5Þ

Check S1 (If S1 is not infinitely far, the validation suc-
ceeds) and calculate the session key KS according to

KS = KDF xs ysj j ZUj jj jZS, klenð Þ klen = 128bitð Þ: ð6Þ

If the session key KS is being successfully obtained, then
S sends the identity identification IDs of the elliptic curve
points RS and S to the UAV node U .

Step 3. U receives and validates the information to gen-
erate the session key. U first tests the IDs and passes. If there
are legitimate and unauthenticated identification IDs in the
database, then validation passes.

U Extract the domain element x1 by RU, computes �x1. It
is calculated as

�x1 = 2ω + x1& 2ω − 1ð Þð Þ: ð7Þ

Calculate tU as

tU = dU + �x1∙rUð Þ mod n: ð8Þ

U tests the RS of the elliptic curve points coming from S.
U1 is calculated as

U1 = h∙tU½ � PS + �x2½ �RSð Þ = xu, yuð Þ: ð9Þ

Table 1: The Dolev-Yao model attacker capability assumptions.

The ability of the attacker to have a capability Capabilities not by the attacker

Obtain any through-communication network information
Do not have the ability to guess the random numbers in a large

enough space

Having a legal identity in the communication network may
impersonate other subjects to initiate communication with any
subject

Without the correct key (or private key), an attacker cannot achieve
a plaintext-to-ciphertext or ciphertext-to-plaintext conversion

Become the recipient of the information sent from any subject
You cannot solve a private part, for example, a private key that

matches a given public key

Send messages posing as any subject to any other subject
An attacker cannot gain access to private areas such as the offline

storage of individuals in the communication network.
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If U1 is not an infinity point, calculate KU according to

KU = KDF xu yuj j ZUj jj jZS, klenð Þ klen = 128bitð Þ: ð10Þ

Successfully obtained the session key KU.

3.4. The Certification Phase between UAV R and UAV A. The
certification process between the two drones is based on the
establishment of safe communication channels between the
two drones and the control station. The two drones are
recorded as UAV R and UAV A, respectively, and the
authentication steps are as follows:

Step 1. Drone R initiates a certification request. UAV R
generates rR, and rR ∈ ½1, n − 1�. Subsequently, the discrimi-
nable identity IDR was generated, calculating RR based on
rR, and RR was needed to satisfy RR = ½rR�G = ðxR, yRÞ. R
sends the above parameters to the control station S via the
encrypted channel.

Step 2. The control station S starts the authentication
process. First, the control station S sends the received RR

and the summary value ZR of R to the UAV A. Subse-
quently, the control station sends the summary information
value of the UAV A, ZA, to the UAV R.

Step 3. The UAV A generates the parameters and sends
the authentication information. The UAV A generates rA,
and rA ∈ ½1, n − 1�. The RA is calculated from the rA, and
the RA needs to satisfy the RA = ½rA�G = ðxA, yAÞ. The UAV
A sends the parameters to the UAV R.

Step 4. UAV A calculates �xA, from xA in RA according to

�xA = 2ω + xA& 2ω − 1ð Þð Þ: ð11Þ

Then tA was calculate as

tA = dA + �xA∙rAð Þ mod n: ð12Þ

ðxAK , yAKÞ = ½h∙tA�ðPR + ½ �xR�RRÞ was calculated using
parameters such as RR. Convert xRK , yRK to bit string,

Table 2: Certification scheme parameter table.

Order number Main parameter Illustration

1 S UAV control station

2 U Legal drones to be certified

3 E Fað Þ An elliptic curve over a finite domain Fa
4 G = xG, yGð Þ Base point of the elliptic curve E Fað Þ
5 n, a, b Order and formula parameters of the elliptic curves

6 SM3ðÞ SM3 password miscellaneous algorithm

7 dS, dU Private keys for the control station and the drone

8 PU = dU½ �G Public key of the UAV to be certified

9 PS = dS½ �G Public key of the UAV control station

10 ZU ZS Summary value of UAV and control station

11 IDU, IDS Identifiability signs of drones and control stations

12 rU, rS Random numbers generated by drones, control stations

13 RU = rU½ �G = x1, y1ð Þ Elliptical curve points generated by the UAV

14 RS = rS½ �G = x2, y2ð Þ The elliptical curve points generated by the control station

15 KDFðÞ Key derived functions

16 ENTLS The two-byte length of the IDS

17 || Represents a string splicing operation

S U

Generate an elliptic curve E (Fa)

Generate parameters (IDu, IDs, Pu, Ps, du, Zu, Zs)
Transfers parameters (IDu, IDs, Pu, Ps, du, Zu, Zs, E (Fa), G, n,)

Generating elliptical curves
generate ru and RuGenerate rs and Rs

S

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the initial phase.
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calculate KA = KDFðxAK jjyAK jjZRjjZA, klenÞ. Get the negoti-
ated session key KA.

Step 5. R generates the session key after receiving the
message. The UAV R calculates the �xR by Formula (13). Cal-
culate the tR by Formula (14).

�xR = 2ω + xR& 2ω − 1ð Þð Þ, ð13Þ

tR = dR + �xR∙rRð Þ mod n: ð14Þ

Using parameters such as RA to calculate ðxRK , yRKÞ = ½
h∙tR�ðPA + ½ �xA�RAÞ, convert the xAK and yAK to a bit-string.
Finally KR is calculated following as

KR = KDF xRK yRKj j ZRj jj jZA, klenð Þ: ð15Þ

U

Send (IDu, Ru)

Send (IDs, Rs)

Verify IDu

Calculate S1

Calculate the session key Ks

Check S1

Verify IDs

Calculate U1

Calculate the session key Ku

Establish a secure channel

Check U1

S
U

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the certification phase.

Time_2 =get_cpu_time() #The start point of the authentication time is calculated
client. send(message(IDu,Ru)) #The start point of the authentication time is calculated
IDs,Rs = client. recv(1024)#The UAV receives the IDs and Rs sent by the control station
res = check(IDu) #The drone verifies the IDs
res, content = sm2_uav.negotiation(Rs, PS, IDS, option, Ru, Ru)#Key negotiation
if not res:

print(’error:’, content)
return
if option:#Generates the negotiation key, the KU
Ru, KU, SU, U2 = content
else:
Ru, KU = content
SU = None

encData=client. recv(1024)#The drone receives the ciphertext
decData = SM4. decryptSM4(KU, encData)#The drone receives the ciphertext
Time_2 =get_cpu_time() #Calculate the cutoff point of the authentication time
print(’Certification time consuming:%. 2f ms’ % ((Time_2 - Time_1) ∗ 1000))#Time used to output authentication
Command_send(decData)#The drone sends the decrypted commands to the UAV model operation in the Gazebo simulation
environment

Algorithm 1: Core algorithm of the UAV side.
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3.5. Key Update Phase. To update the key, proceed as
follows:

Step 1. The control station generates the public and pri-
vate keys and sends them to the drone. The control station
generates r in ½1, n − 1� as the private key of the drone and
computes the public key R and digest Znew of the drone.

S generates random numbers r ∈ ½1, n − 1�, and calculate
the elliptical curve points R = ½r�G = ðx, yÞ. The control sta-

tion S takes the generated random number r as the new pri-
vate key dU of U , and R as the new public key PU . The
control station sends the PU , identification IDU and sum-
mary ZU to the U .

Step 2. Update the key after the drone has verified that
the data is legitimate. After the drone receives the informa-
tion, verify that the ZU is the same as that stored by itself.
If the same, update your own public and private key and

IDu,Ru = clientSocket. recv(1024)#The control station receives the IDu and Ru
res = check(IDu) #The control station checks the IDu
res, content = sm2_station.negotiation(Ru, PU, IDU, option, Rs, Rs)#Key negotiation
if not res:

print(’error:’, content)
return

if option:#Generates the negotiation key, the KS
KS, SS = content

else:
KS = content

clientSocket. send(message(IDs,Rs)#Send the IDs and Rs to the drone
encData = SM4. encryptSM4(KS, command)#The control station encrypts the instructions using a KS key
clientSocket. send(encData)#Send the text to the drone

Algorithm 2: Core algorithm of the control station end.

U

Send Rs

Send sig

Check the sig

Check IDu
generates a random number

Ku = KDF (xu || yu || Zu || Zs, klen)

Generates a random number
Ku = KDF (xs || ys || Zu || Zs, klen)

Calculate ellipitic curve points
Rs = (rs) G = (x1, y1)

Calculate ellipitic curve points
Rs = (ru) G = (x2, y2)

Generates a random number
rs ∈ (1, n – 1)

Generates a random number
rs ∈ (1, n – 1)

Send the IDu to generate a sig

Send Ru

Establish a secure channel

S

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the SM2-normal scheme certification process.
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U

Send Rs

Send (IDu, Ru)

Generates a session key:
Ku = KDF (xu || yu || Zu || Zs, klen)

Check IDu
generates a session key:

Ks = KDF (xs || ys || Zu || Zs, klen)

Calculate ellipitic curve points
Rs = (rs) G = (x1, y1)

Calculate ellipitic curve points
Ru = (ru) G = (x2, y2)

Generates a random number
ru ∈ (1, n – 1)

Generates a random number
rs ∈ (1, n – 1)

Establish a secure channel

S

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the literature [10] protocol certification process.

Figure 5: UAV model flight diagram.
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digest. If they are the same, the drone updates its own public
and private keys and digests. If they are not identical, the
drone drops the packet.

3.6. Correct Analysis. It needs to be proved that the session
key generated by the key parties through the KDF () func-
tion is equal.

Take the authentication key negotiation process of the
UAV U and the control station S as an example. That needs
to be proved

KS = KDF xs ysj j ZUj jj jZS, klenð Þ = KU = KDF xu yuj j ZUj jj jZS, klenð Þ:
ð16Þ

Inside:

S1 = h∙tS½ � PU + �x1½ �RUð Þ = xS, ySð Þ,
U1 = h∙tU½ � PS + �x2½ �RSð Þ = xu, yuð Þ:

ð17Þ

Based on the description of the SM2 key negotiation

algorithm

xS, ySð Þ = xu, yuð Þ: ð18Þ

The input of the key-derived function KDF () is the same
in both formulas, and the verified output of the session key
KU and KS is the same.

4. Safety Analysis

This chapter conducts a security analysis against the attacker
definition described in Chapter 2.

4.1. The Ability to Withstand Impersonation Attacks

4.1.1. Attack Situation 1. In the authentication phase
between the UAV and the control station, the attacker
obtains a session key by analysing the information transmit-
ted by the communication network and impersonates the
control station or the UAV to communicate.

Defense analysis: If the attacker generates the correct ses-
sion key, it needs to obtain the input value of the function
KDF (), while the KDF () input values include ZU andZS
in which

ZU = SM3 ENTLU IDUj j aj j bj j XGj j YGj j xuj jj jyuð Þ,
ZS = SM3 ENTLS IDSj j aj j bj j XGj j YGj j xsj jj jysð Þ:

ð19Þ

The attacker has no access to parameters such as a, b in
the communication network to generate the correct digest
values, so attack situation 1 is not valid.

4.1.2. Attack Situation 2. In the drone-to-drone authentica-
tion phase, the attacker obtains a session key by analysing
the information transmitted by the communication network
and impersonates the drone to communicate with the other
party.

Defense analysis: Because the attacker cannot obtain the
session key during the authentication phase between the
UAV and the control station, the attacker cannot obtain
the content of the communication between the UAV and
the control station. Therefore, according to the threat model,
an attacker cannot obtain parameters such as ZR andZA
transmitted in an encrypted channel. Therefore attack situa-
tion 2 is not valid.

Figure 6: Output a screenshot of the authentication time.
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4.1.3. Attack Scenario 3. The attacker communicates with the
ground control station disguised as a drone during the key
update process.

Defense analysis: According to the threat model, the
attacker does not have the ability to break the encryption
algorithm without the key being known; therefore the
attacker cannot obtain the key parameters. Attack situation
3 is not valid.

4.2. Ability to Withstand Eavesdropping Attacks

4.2.1. Attack Situation 4. The attacker obtains the plaintext
by analysing the information passed in the drone’s commu-
nication network.

Defense analysis: Attack scenarios 1 and 2 have proved
that the attacker cannot derive the key from the eavesdrop-
ping information. So the attack case 4 is not true.

4.2.2. Attack Situation 5. Attackers execute other types of
attacks by analysing the information passed through the
drone’s communication network.

Defense analysis: Attack scenario 5 has proved that the
attacker cannot obtain the clear text. So the attack scenario
5 is not valid.

4.3. Ability to Withstand Man-in-the-Middle Attacks

4.3.1. Attack Situation 6. During the authentication process,
the attacker obtains the same session identity through the
conversation key as the attacker.

Defense analysis: An attacker tampers with and replaces
some interactive information in the authentication process
with his own information through a middleman attack in
the following situations:

(1) Attack scenario 6-1. The attacker attempts to send fR
U , IDug to the UAV during the authentication process with
the control station, or fRS, IDSg to the UAV as the control
station. The correct session key is generated after the success.

Defense analysis: If an attacker wants to send fR U , IDug
or fRS, IDSg, he needs to obtain an unauthenticated and
legally identifiable identification, and the attacker does not
have the ability to guess the random numbers safely stored
by the drone or the control station. Therefore, the attack
case, 6-1 does not hold.

(2) Attack scenario 6-2. An attacker attempts to initiate a
middleman attack in the process of mutual authentication
between the drones or during the key update phase.

Defense analysis: According to the threat model, an
attacker cannot achieve plaintext-to-ciphertext or
ciphertext-to-plaintext conversion without knowing the
key, so attack scenario 6-2 is not valid.

4.4. Ability to Withstand Replay Attacks

4.4.1. Attack Situation 7. During the authentication stage,
the attacker replayed the obtained information and success-
fully executed the authentication protocol with the legal

entity in the UAV communication network, and obtained
the same session key.

Defense analysis: It has been demonstrated in the defense
analysis of impersonation attacks that the attacker does not
have access to key parameters. However, if the attacker
replayed the stored historical messages, this could be divided
into two cases as follows.

Attack scenario 7-1: The attacker replays the {RU , IDu}
sent by the UAV node to the control station.

Defense analysis: If the control station compares the IDu
, you can know that the UAV node has been verified, and the
message received is a replay message, not through the verifi-
cation. Therefore, the attack case, 7-1 does not hold.

Attack scenario 7-2: The attacker replays the fRS, IDSg
sent by the control station to the UAV.

Defense analysis: the control station comparesIDS, you
can know that this ID is illegal and does not pass the verifi-
cation. Therefore, the attack case, 6-2 does not hold.

5. Simulation and Experimental Testing

To verify the improved performance of the SM2-efficiency
scheme over the SM2-normal scheme (the traditional
authentication scheme based on the SM2 algorithm) and
the literature [10] scheme, this chapter designs simulation
experiments to test the time required to complete the iden-
tity authentication of the three authentication schemes.

5.1. Experimental Environment. The experimental environ-
ment is mainly divided into two parts: control station termi-
nal and UAV terminal. The control station end is configured
with IntelðRÞCoreðTMÞi7 − 7700HQCPU@2:80GHz 2:81
GHz, 16GBRAM. The UAV side is configured with IntelðR
ÞCoreðTMÞi7 − 7700HQCPU@2:80GHz 2:81GHz, 8GB
RAM. Uses the 2.4GHz channel commonly used by drones
[20] for communication. The main algorithms are written
in python language, and the core algorithms of control sta-
tion end and UAV end are as follows:

The comparison schemes are the SM2-normal scheme
and the literature [10] scheme, where the authentication
process of the SM2-normal scheme is shown in Figure 3.

The flow of the scheme in the literature [10] is shown in
Figure 4.

5.2. Experiment Content and Results. The UAV node and
ground control station procedures of the ten SM2-
efficiency schemes, the SM2-normal schemes, and the litera-
ture [10] schemes are performed, respectively. A screenshot
of the instructions received by the UAV model during oper-
ation is shown in Figure 5.

A screenshot of the output authentication time of a cer-
tain UAV is shown in Figure 6:

The authentication time of the UAV terminal output of
each authentication scheme is recorded and drawn into a
bar chart, and the results are shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from the figure, the SM2-efficiency certi-
fication scheme designed in this paper requires the least cer-
tification time. After statistics, the average authentication
time of the SM2-efficiency scheme is 27.27ms, 31.33ms for
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the literature [10] scheme, and 51.84ms for the SM2-normal
scheme. Therefore, the SM2-efficiency certification scheme
is about 15% higher relative to the literature [10], and 90%
higher relative to the SM2-normal scheme.

6. Conclusion

With the diversification and complexity of UAV execution
tasks, multi-UAV network collaboration has become an irre-
versible trend. Communication network security is an
important basis of the UAV network, and one of the effective
means to ensure that the UAV communication network is
protected from security threats is to design an efficient and
secure authentication scheme. In this paper, the idea of pre-
shared secret information is used to optimise the authentica-
tion scheme for UAVs. The security analysis based on
Dolev-Yao model has proved the security of the authentica-
tion scheme. Finally, the experimental simulation results
show that this scheme is significantly more efficient than
other authentication schemes. Future related studies can
focus on the optimization of the SM2 algorithm structure
as well as the standardization of the UAV certification pro-
cess. Applying AI to identity authentication is also an
important future research direction.
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